
MAPHIA Meeting 7 Minutes: 

 

Date and Time: 12/9/2020 @ 12:36 
 

Members: Rachel(Director), Colin(Staff), Danny(ACT), 
Sepand(SCORE), Marina(TMTV), Shayna(MTAC) 

ABSENT: Etienne(Garden) → UNEXCUSED 

 

Reports: 

❏ Rachel: Director of Marshall Organizations 

❏ This is our last meeting of the quarter. I will send 

out 2 whentomeets for next quarter’s meetings and also 

to discuss charters. I’ll message all of you 

individually to find out all the leadership that you 

would like to have included in the meeting to discuss 

mocking it up. I will send out these whentomeets over 

break because I would preferably like for us to meet 

week 1, especially for MAPHIA. The charters could 

start week 2, that’s fine but I would prefer for it to 

be week 2. 

❏ I met with all of your org reps last night and did our 

evaluations of all the orgs. They went great, each of 

them really enjoyed working in y’all’s org and each of 

them were saying how much they love being involved 

with you as chairs and also the org itself so I was 

really happy to hear that.  

❏ For the funding for our Winter org fair panel social, 

that wasn’t able to be voted on in council last week 

because our VCF had to leave early so that will be 

voted on in tomorrow’s council and I will message 

y’all on SLACK whether we have funding or not. 

❏ I also just wanted to take a moment to thank you all 

for your hard work this quarter. I know this has been 

one hell of a Fall Quarter, I’ll say that, but y’all 

really overcame it and definitely exceeded my 

expectations for each of the orgs so I’m just really 

impressed with all of you and what you’ve done for 

your org. So I just wanted to say thank you for that.  

❏ Comments/Questions 

❏ Shayna: Could you clarify what a charter means? 



❏ Rachel: Yeah so it’s basically going to be 
the governing document for each org. Within 

each charter I want to outline basically the 

leadership positions for each org, their 

responsibilities...I’m gonna move the 

mission statement, because right now it’s in 

the org bylaws so I’m gonna move it to the 

charters instead and just say in the bylaws 

that each org has to follow the charter. But 

it’s basically how you want your org to be 

governed, what the governing bodies within 

the org...like their responsibilities and 

just basically saying what the org is, what 

it does and how it should function. And that 

will be carried on for the rest of this year 

as well as carried on into the next rounds 

of leadership within the org. Does that 

answer it? 

❏ Shayna: Yeah, definitely. 
❏ TMTV: Marina  

❏ So next quarter we are going to be advertising in film 

studies newsletter and in film class lectures and for 

tonight’s meeting we’re deciding on a new meeting time 

for next quarter and planning. 

❏ Friday we’re hosting Friday Night Live which we are 

super excited about.  

❏ SCORE: Sepand 

❏ We will have leadership applications going out at the 

end of this week so this is probably my last meeting 

as SCORE chair because we term out January like the 

beginning of Winter Quarter. So we will send out SCORE 

applications to everyone in Marshall College to see 

who wants to apply and be part of SCORE. 

❏ MTAC: Shayna 

❏ MTAC has their first event tonight, it’s going to be 

really exciting and super fun. It’s also, I mentioned 

this at the last meeting but I just want to throw it 

in there especially coming off of last year and not 

having that much excitement for TRES or CAM, it’s been 

really awesome that the MTAC rep and the transfer reps 

have been really excited about it. So please come if 



you can, it’s open to all students, not just transfer 

students and commuters so please share it with all of 

your friends. It will be a Marshall swag giveaway 

which is super cool. There is a waiting room, I just 

want to make sure I address that, and you have to have 

a UCSD email to go to the zoom because I know that 

there has been some zoom bombings this week so I 

wanted to make sure in case anyone was worried about 

that. 

❏ Comments/Questions 

❏ Colin: So quick question about that [zoom 
bombings] Shayna, I know it was with AS and I 

don’t mean to put you on the spot, but because 

you mentioned it do you know what it was like was 

it involving transfers or was it just random? 

❏ Shayna: I think it was just random. Yeah Meg 
said that it was just random but she wanted 

me to be aware of it because she knew that 

we had an event coming up tonight just so we 

could make sure our security for zoom was 

good. Like I said I made a waiting room but 

I didn’t want to add a password to the 

meeting because I thought that was another 

thing to do before you actually go so I 

thought that the waiting room would be good. 

I changed the settings so that you have to 

have a UCSD umbrella email, whatever that 

setting was I made sure that I clicked it. 

❏ Colin: I mean the meeting ID is on there so 
technically anyone can pop in but I’ll help 

you with the waiting room. 

❏ ACT: Danny 

❏ Not too much from me, as Marina mentioned TMTV will be 

hosting Friday Night Live this Friday. I encourage all 

of you to join too, you also have a chance to win a 

prize as Rachel did last week. I’m planning to 

continue to do Friday Night Live next quarter so if 

any of y’all want to host another night feel free to 

hit me up.  

❏ Closing 



❏ Rachel: Very short meeting for our last one but I’m 
glad all of y’all could make it. Being able to come to 

all of the MAPHIA meetings and participating in them, 

I really appreciate that and it makes this process of 

working all together with all the orgs a lot easier 

and I really appreciate that and all the hard work 

y’all have put in to this quarter, 

❏ End: 12:45 
 

 


